
Index

90-day Eurodollar contracts 109

accrual factor 149–51
accrual period 193, 202
accrued interest, see bonds
Altmann, E.I. 357
American option 324–6

exercise of 327–35
arbitrage opportunity 36, 56–9
ask, in swap rates 217
asset price 6
asset values 299

multi-stage binomial trees 305–8
‘at the money’ 259

Bank of England, Official Dealing Rate 54
Barings Bank, losses in futures markets 110,

120
base rates 54
basis points 54
bear spread 270–1
Bermudan option 324
bid, in swap rates 217
bid rate 54
bills 148
Black–Scholes formula 1, 248, 320–3
bond pricing, and default probability

356–7
bond yield 153; see also bonds
bonds 141–3

accrued interest 148–9
day count conventions 149–52

comparison of 160–2
conversion factor 167
dividend payments 83
duration 159–63
price changes 145–6

effect of interest rates 146–8
types of 164–6
value of 143–5
yield calculation 152–4

on coupon bearing bond 157–9
on zero coupon bond 155–7

see also convertible bonds; corporate bonds;
coupon bearing bond; US Treasury bond
futures contract; zero curve

books, on mathematical finance 4–6
bootstrapping 176, 228–9
British Bankers’ Association (BBA), and LIBOR

rate 54–5
bull spread 267–70, 272
butterfly spread 273–7

call options 247–51, 252–3
buyers and sellers of 251–2
trading in 261–2
values of 260–1

callable bonds 164–5
caps and caplets 218–9
Chicago Board of Trade 109–10, 111, 132
Chicago Board Option Exchange 262
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) 109, 111–2

and Eurodollar futures 220
clean price 148
Coffee, Sugar and Cocoa Exchange 111
collateral debt obligation (CDO) 368–70

buyers and sellers of 370–1
combinations 277
comparative advantage, see swaps
conversion factor, see bonds
convertible bonds 165
corporate bonds 143
coupon bearing bond 142–3, 148, 157–9

and zero curve 172–7
coupon rate 152, 153
covered options 254
credit default swaps (CDS) 358–61

buyers and sellers of 362
quotes for 361–2

credit derivatives, see collateral debt obligation;
credit default swaps; credit spread options;
total return swaps
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397 Index

credit event 361
credit ratings 352–3
credit spread 351, 353–4

risk 354
credit spread options 365–7

buyers and sellers of 367–8
current yield 152, 153

default risk 348–51
probability of 355–8, 371–2

delivery price 71
calculation of 72–5

dirty price 149, 151
discount, and bond return 163–4
discounting 35, 51–3
dividend yield 84
dividends 82

continuous payments 83–4
and forward contracts 91–6

discrete payments 83
and forward contracts 84–8, 96–100

see also forward contracts
Dun and Bradstreet 352
duration 71

equity tranche 368–70
Eurex: European Electronic Exchange 132
Eurodollar futures contract 220, 221

settlement procedure 223
use as indicator 223
value of 222–3

Eurodollar interest rate 220
European option 324

versus American option 326, 330
Excel

absolute cell referencing 18–23
books on 6
cell name 23
creating formulas 12
drag down 12–14
functions 29–31

natural logarithms 30
goalseek 31–3
graph drawing 14–18, 30
range names 23–9
worksheets 9–12

exchanges and markets, internet sites for 4
EXP(1) 45
expiring worthless 254

face value, of bonds 141
Federal Reserve Board, and Discount Rate

54
financial equilibrium 57

Financial Times, The 132, 148
and bond yields 159

Fitch 352
fixed income bonds 142
fixed leg, of swap 203
floating leg, of swap 203
floors and floorlets 219–20
foreign currencies, and futures contracts

109
forward contracts 69

asset value, with dividend payments 100–3
calculation of value 79–82, 100
changing values of 78–9
definition of 70–2
and discrete dividends 84–90
see also delivery price; forward price

forward LIBOR rate 201–2
forward price

and asset price 103
calculation of 77, 87

with continuous dividends 93–100
with discrete dividends 88

definition of 76
and delivery price 75–6

forward rate
borrowing at 188–9
calculation of 187–8
investing at 189–91
with different compounding periods on interest

rates 191–2
see also forward rate agreements

forward rate agreements (FRA) 192–202
determination of fixed rate 199–200
payers FRA 195

value of 198
receivers FRA 195

value of 198
uses of 201
see also swaps

forward swap rate 208
futures contracts 104

closing out a position 115–6
profit or loss 116–8

development of 109–10
role of exchange 110

default protection 112–3
regulation 111–2

and speculation 118–20
use of margins 113–4
see also hedging; US Treasury bond futures

contract
futures price, and forward price 132–5

gilts 148
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398 Index

hedge ratio 123–5
hedging 120–2

problems with 123
see also futures contracts; hedge ratio

‘in the money’ 259
index linked bonds 142
initial margin 112–4, 165, 221
interest rates 34–7

annual compounding 38–40
continuous compounding 44–7

and bond yield 154
and continuous dividend payments 94
and zero curve 62–3

discrete compounding 47
effect on bond prices 146–8
equivalent 48–9
fixed and floating 193–200

in swaps 202–3, 204–10
forward contracts 71, 109
m-times a year compounding 40–4
simple compounding 37–8

and LIBOR rate 54–6
variations in 34–5
websites 56
see also Bank of England; base rates; Federal

Reserve Board; forward contracts; swaps
International Money Market (IMM) 109
International Petroleum Exchange 111, 122
internet sites 3–4
intrinsic value, of options 324, 327
investment, and risk 35

duration of 42
see also arbitrage

junk bonds 164

Leisen parameters 320
LIBOR interest rate 38, 54–6, 151

and forward rate agreements 193
and zero curve 62–3
see also forward LIBOR rate

LIBOR zero curve
with Eurodollar futures 225–7, 229, 230–2
with LIBOR rates 225, 229–31
with swaps 227–8, 229, 232–5
with US Treasury bonds futures 229, 236–7

London International Financial Futures and
Options Exchange (Liffe) 132, 261

long forward contracts 71
long hedge 122

maintenance margin 113–4, 165, 221
margin accounts 112

marking to market 112
maturity 71

of bonds 141
mezzanine tranche 368–70
Moody’s 352–3, 362
multiplying factor 39

naked options 254
New York Mercantile Exchange 119, 121, 130
news, internet sites for 4
notes 148
notional principal 193, 203

offer rate 54
one-stage binomial tree 305
optimal hedge ratio 125–32
option pricing 288–94

call and put options 293–6
risk neutral probabilities 296–8

and asset values 299
and option values 300–2

option values, calculation using multi-stage
trees 306–19

accuracy of 320
‘out of the money’ 259

par, and bond return 163
par yield 153, 154
payers swap 203

and fixed rate 206–10
value of 204–6

payment date 193
pay-off diagrams 246, 250–1, 256–7

butterfly spread 275–7
Philadelphia Stock Exchange 262
portfolios 71–2
premium, and bond return 163–4
present value of money 35, 51–3
price adjustment, and arbitrage 57
principal, of bonds 141
probability 60–1

risk neutral 61
profit diagrams

butterfly spread 275–7
call option 250–4
put option 254–6
straddle 277–9
strips 279–81

put options 254–60
buyers and sellers of 258–9
trading in 261–2
values of 260–1

put-call parity 262–4
and arbitrage opportunity 264–7
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399 Index

receivers swap 203
recovery rate 349
redemption yield 153

see also bonds
replicating portfolios 289–91, 313–5
reset date 193

senior tranche 368–70
share price model 289
shares, and dividend payments 83
short forward contracts 71
short hedge 121
short selling 6–7
special purpose vehicles (SPV) 368
speculation, see futures contracts
spot price 71
spreads 267

see also bear spread; bull spread; butterfly
spread

Standard & Poor (S&P) 352–3, 362
storage costs 6
straddle 277–9
straps 281–2
strike price 248
strike rate 218
strike spread 366–7
strips 280–1
swap market 109
swaps 202–4

entering swap agreements 213–4
and comparative advantage 215–7

presentation of rates 217–8
uses of 210–3

tenor 193, 203
total return swaps (TRS) 363–5

buyers and sellers of 365
toxic waste 369
transaction costs 6

US Treasury bond futures contract 165–6, 170
delivery regulations 166–9
delivery selection at maturity 169–70

variation margin 113–4, 165
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) 9
volatility 303

Wall Street Journal 148
writing an option 254

yield to maturity 153
see also bonds, yield calculation

zero coupon bond 141–2, 148, 154–6
see also zero curve

zero curve 62–4, 171
with coupon bearing bonds 172–6
interpretation of 176–7
use in swaps 209
with zero coupon bonds 171–3
see also bootstrapping; LIBOR zero curve
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